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How Do I Find Good Slams? 
We need two things for slams: Tricks and Controls. 

 

Where Do Tricks Come From? 

• Often times, tricks come in the form of high cards.  With balanced hands, we generally need 33 HCPs to make a small slam and 37 HCPs 

to make a grand.  (There are a possible 40 points in the deck.  If the opponents hold 2 aces, we’d have 32 points, not enough for a small 

slam; if the opponents hold 1 ace, we’d have 36 points, not enough for a grand.)  In Example 1, we have 16 opposite 17 for a solid 12 

tricks at NT. 

• Tricks don’t have to come just from high cards.  If you’re able to produce tricks from ruffing, you may not 

need a full 33 HCPs to make 12 tricks.   In Example 2, you have just a combined 23 HCPs but if you play in 

hearts, it’s easy enough to chase out the ace of trump and then ruff 2 diamonds in dummy. 

• Tricks can also come from suit length.  In Example 3 you can easily make 7 in spades or no trump with 28 

HCPs and no ruffs. 

 

Controls 

It’s not enough to have lots of tricks available.  To make slam, you also need to make sure that you don’t lose 

the first 2 (or more!) tricks.  You need to confirm whether you have control in each of the suits. 

 

Controls are either the A or the K (when playing in a suit or no trump) or voids or singletons (when playing in a 

suit).   

 

The hands in Example 4  have the same strength as Example 1 but there’s no slam because we’re missing the A 

and the K in clubs. 

 

Note that Kx in the dummy is not necessarily a control by itself, while Kx in declarer’s hand is.  Why?  Because if 

the opening leader leads this suit and if the A is on declarer’s right, then the opponents may well be able to take 

2 tricks in that suit.  (Of course, the opening leader might have the missing A, in which case dummy’s Kx WILL be 

a control.  But that might be difficult to sort that out in the bidding.) 

 

Note also that controls are different than keycards.  Keycards are the 4 aces and the King of trumps.  We could 

have controls in all suits and still not make slam because we don’t have enough keycards.  Or we could have 4 of 

5 keycards but not have slam because we’re off 2 controls in one suit. 

 

Bidding 

The goal in slam bidding is to establish strain (no trump or a suit) and strength early, then show controls to es-

tablish that there are no glaring holes, then check on keycards to verify.   

 

Slam bidding is quite involved and we’ll just touch on the basics here.  It’s very difficult to sort out fits and 

strength and controls and keycards.  Having a few tools available will help but even the most experienced part-

nerships won’t be able to get all slam hands right. 

 

See next page for some of the tools that you may be familiar with.   

 

 

Example 1: 

S AKQ 

H AT8 

D 753 

C A852 

 

S 853 

H KQJ9 

D AT 

C KQJ6 

Example 2: 

S K875 

H KQJ53 

D - 

C AQ85 

 

S A2 

H 98742 

D 43 

C KJT6 

Example 3: 

S QJ2 

H A2 

D A6543 

C A73 

 

S AKT98765 

H K3 

D 7 

C K4 

Example 4: 

S AKQJ 

H AT8 

D Q52 

C J85 

 

S 84 

H KQJ9 

D AKJ 

C Q632 
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Basic Slam Bidding Tools 

2C Opener:  

• Shows 22+ HCPs or 9+ tricks in hand 

• Responders bids: 

• 2D on most hands.  This is called a waiting bid. 

• 2H, 2S, 3C or 3D with 5+ cards and 2 plus honors in suit 

• Opener then shows shape (suit or NT).  With 25-27 balanced, opener should bid 3NT. 

• If opener bids a suit, responder is forced to make (at least) one more bid.  (Not forcing to game, but forcing one round.) 

Jacoby 2NT: 

• Over 1 of a major, responder’s jump to 2NT shows 4+ in opener’s major and an opening.  This is a game-forcing bid. 

• Opener shows a good 5-card suit (a source of tricks) at the 4 level if possible.  Otherwise, Opener shows shortness (0 or 1 in a 

side suit) if possible.  (1S-2N-3C shows 0 or 1 clubs.)  Otherwise, opener bids 4 of her major with a minimum (12 to 14), 3NT 

with a medium hand (15 to 17) or 3 of her major with a big hand (18+). 

• NOTE: If responder has only 3 of partner’s major, bid another suit first, then force to game in the major. 

4th Suit Forcing: 

• A new suit by responder is always forcing (for 1 round).  The 2nd new suit by responder (i.e. the 4th suit) is artificial (saying 

nothing about the suit bid) and is forcing to game. 

• In the example, 1S-2D-2H-3C, responder says nothing about clubs, just that he’s not willing to let the auction stop before we 

reach game. 

• Openers options are: 1) show stoppers in the 4th suit (clubs in this example) by bidding NT; 2) show  shortness in the 4th suit 

by supporting responder’s first suit (diamonds in this example); 3) show 2 long suits be re-bidding his 2nd suit (hearts in this 

example); or 4)  defaulting to his 1st suit (spades)., possibly but not necessarily showing extra length. 

• This allows us to safely explore for the correct strain for game.  It also allows us to establish a fit below game so that we can 

explore for slam at a low level.   

• For example, 1S-2C-2D-2H-2S-3S sets trump (spades) and allows us to start control bids.  It shows slam interest; otherwise, 

responder would have jumped to 4S at the 2nd round. 

Control Bidding: 

• Once we have a suit agreed, if we think that we might be in slam zone, we should bid our first control up the line.  A control is 

an A or a K or a singleton or a void. 

• For example, let’s say the bidding starts 1S-3S, where 3S is 4-card support with game invitational values: 

• With S AKxxx H Ax D AKxx C xx, opener should bid 4D.  By-passing clubs says that opener has a hole in clubs and we 

should only consider slam if responder can cover clubs (with an A, K, singleton or void). 

• With S AKxxx H Axx D AKxx C x, opener can bid 4C. 

• Over a control bid, responders job is to drive to slam with controls in other suits or show a control in the next available suit 

below game. 

• NOTE that we have already agreed that we’re playing in spades, so the auction can only stop spades.  If partner’s last bid was 

anything but spades, we must bid again.  If partner’s last bid was spades, we’re allowed to pass.  

Quantitative NT: 

• Bidding 4NT when we haven’t agreed on a suit is NOT keycard-asking.  It’s called Quantitative.  It asks partner to bid 6NT with 

a maximum or pass with a minimum.   

• Here are some examples: 

• 1NT-4NT. This is ~16 to 17.  With more, responder should jump to 6NT. 

• 1NT-2C-2H-4NT.  Same values as before but with 4 spades. 

• 1NT-2H-2S-4NT.  Same values as before but 5 spades. 

• 2NT-4NT.  This is ~12-13. 

Gerber: 

• In a NT auction, a jump to 4C asks for number of aces.  (It’s worth noting that this doesn’t come up very often.) 

• Responses are: 4D = 0 or 4, 4H = 1, 4S = 2, 4N = 3 

• Examples: 

• 1NT-4C, or  2NT-4C 
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Keycard Blackwood (1430) 

 

If we have agreed on a suit and believe that we’re in range of making a slam, what do we do?  We ask for keycards by bidding 4NT, which is 

artificial and simply asks partner, “How many keycards do you have?”  The responses are also artificial, meaning simply, “I have x 

keycards.”  Keycards are the 4 aces and the king of trump.  (Note that Keycard Blackwood is also known as “1430”.  This is a mnemonic for 

the responses, and it’s the score for a vulnerable small slam in a major making 6.) 

We can ask for keycards when (and ONLY when): 

) We have agreed on a trump suit. (If we haven't agreed a suit, then we won’t be on the same page as to what the responses mean.)  

) AND we know that we have all suits controlled (not 2 losers in any one suit).  (If we have a suit with 2 losers, then keycard won’t help 

us determine whether  or not we have a slam.) 

) AND we believe that we have enough strength for slam.  (If we don’t think we have enough strength for slam, we shouldn’t ask.) 

) AND knowing how many keycards partner has will help us decide whether to bid slam or which slam to bid. (For example, if I have a 

void, then it won’t help to know how many keycards partner has, since one of her keycards might be in my void suit.) 

 

Once all conditions are met, we can bid 4NT, which is Keycard Blackwood.  In this system, the keycards are the 4 aces and the king of our 

agreed suit, for a total of 5 keycards.  Responses are 1 or 4, 3 or 0 (hence “1430”), 2 without, 2 with, as follows: 

• 5C: 1 or 4 keycards 

• 5D: 0 or 3 keycards 

• 5H: 2 (or 5) keycards without the queen of trump 

• 5S: 2 (or 5) keycards with the queen of trump 

 

 If we’re missing 2 keycards or 1 keycard and the queen of trump, bid 5 of our suit to end the auction.   

 If we’re missing 1 keycard only, then we can bid 6 of our suit to end the auction. 

 If we’re missing 0 keycards, we should inform partner in order to explore grand. [ More below. ] 

 

If we’re not sure about the queen of trump, we can ask about it by bidding the next step that’s not our suit.  If the asking suit is above 5 of 

our suit, then we promise all 5 keycards.  For example: 

• If partner’s keycard answer is 5C (1 or 4) and our suit is NOT diamonds, then 5D asks about the queen of trump 

• If partner’s keycard answer is 5D (0 or 3) and our suit is NOT hearts, then 5H asks about the queen of trump. 

• If partner’s keycard  answer is 5D (0 or 3) and our suit IS hearts, then 5S asks about the queen of trump.  It also promises all 5 

keycards. 

 

The queen ask response is: 

• Return to our suit at the lowest level: No, I don’t have the queen of trump 

• Anything else: Yes, I have the queen of trump. Answerer should bid the lowest suit with a king.  For example: 

• [ Spades trump ] 4NT-5C-5D-6D shows the queen of spades and the DK.  Note that this DENIES  the CK.   

• [ Clubs trump ] 4NT-5D-5H-5N shows the queen of trump and no kings below clubs.  In this case, the answerer is 

denying the king of spades (bypassed spades) but may or may not have the diamond king or the heart king. 

 

If we have all 5 keycards and the queen of trump, the asker shows this by bidding 5NT.  Answerer shows kings in the same way as with the 

queen ask.  For example: 

• [ Spades trump ] 4NT-5C-5NT:  Promises all 5 keycards between the two hands, plus the queen of spades.  Responder bids low-

est king (or 6S with no kings). 

• [ Diamonds  trump ] 4NT-5S-5NT: Promises all 5 keycards between the 2 hands, and answerer shows 2 keycards plus the 

queen of trump.  Answerer should bid 6C with the king  of clubs.  With significant extras (for example, a strong running 2nd 

suit or with undisclosed strength), answerer should bid 7D.  Otherwise, answerer should bid 6D. 

Keycard is NOT a way to determine whether we can make slam.  Once we decide we might make slam, keycard can help us to avoid 

bidding a bad slam. 
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Slam Bidding Tools Over NT openers 

 

Here are several conventions that are available when opener starts with NT  (1NT, 2NT or 2C-2D-2N).  NOTE: These conventions are option-

al and each are only available if specifically agreed with your partner.   

 

2nd Suit by Responder:  

Responder can show a 2-suited hand by transferring to a major and then bidding a new suit.   

 

• Transferring then introducing a new suit is game forcing.  It is often slammish (particularly if 2nd suit is a minor) but may be 

extra length / concern about NT. 

• After responder's 2nd suit: 

• 3NT is a non-fit for responder's major and non-interest in bidding on ( with stoppers in the other 2 suits.) 

• 4 of responder's major shows support and a minimum (1N-2H-2S-3D-4S) 

• 3 of responder's major shows support and extra values (1N-2H-2S-3D-3S) 

• Anything else shows a good raise of responder's 2nd suit (1N-2H-2S-3D-3H shows good diamond support) 

 

• Example: 1N-2H-2S-3H shows 5+ spades and 4+ hearts 

• Example: 1N-2D-2H-2S shows 5+ hearts and 4+ spades (longer hearts than spades) 

• Example: 1N-2D-2H-3C shows 5+ hearts and 4+ clubs 

 

Texas Transfers: 

Responder can show a 6-card major by transferring at the 4 level.   

 

• Over 1N or 2N, 4D and 4H are 6-card transfers (to hearts and spades), setting trump.  Opener MUST  accept the transfer. 

• After opener bids the respective major, responder can pass OR can bid 4N to ask for keycards. 

• If you play Texas, then a Jacoby Transfer followed by a jump to 4 is slam invitational: A 6-card suit with perhaps 13-15 HCPs.   

 

• Example: 1N-4H shows 6+ spades 

• Example: 1N-2D-2H-4H (6+ spades, ~13-15 HCPs) 

 

Slammish with Support for Opener’s Major: 

After stayman, responder can agree to opener’s response and show a slammish hand by bidding 3 of the other major. 

 

• Example: 1N-2C-2H-3S (shows 4 hearts with slammish values) 

• Example: 1N-2C-2S-3H (shows 4 spades with slammish values) 

 

• Over this bid, opener should cue bid (or bid 4N keycard with all suits controlled) 

 

Slammish with a 6-card Minor: 

Responder can show a slammish hand with a 6-card minor by starting with stayman, then bidding the minor.   

 

• Example: 1N-2C-2<anything>-3C shows 6+ clubs with interest in slam.   

• This bid denies 4-card support in opener’s major but doesn’t show or deny the other major(s). 

• With a minimum with poor support, opener should bid 3N.  Otherwise, opener should bid a new suit to show a control.  
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Flow of a Slam Bidding Auction 

Condition Action 

Once we discover a fit and strength for 
game 

Either bid game or make forcing bids to en-
sure that we get to (at least) game 

If I have extra strength/shape Make a move towards slam 

If not all suits are controlled by me Initiate control bidding 

If I discover that all suits are controlled 
(between me and partner) 

Check on keycards  
(otherwise, stop in game) 

Of the 6 cards in a keycard auction (5 
keycards + trump Q), if we have: 
  

Fewer than 5: Stop below slam 
Exactly 5: Bid small slam 
All 6: Explore (!) grand  

Sometimes, slam auctions are straight-forward.  These are generally quantitative slams 
that are based on known high-card strength: 
• 1N - 6N 

• 1N - 4N - 6N 

  
But more often, we need to explore to see whether slam is in the cards (so to speak), as 
well as which slam to bid (6 or 7, NT or suit). 
  
To make slam: 
• We need extra strength or extra shape (over what's needed for game) 

• We need all side suits controlled: 

 A/K/void/singleton 

 Opponents won't take 2 quick tricks in one suit 

• Of the 5 keycards + trump Q, we need at least 5 of the 6 cards 

  
These auctions tend to take on a certain flow, something like this.  Note that these con-
ditions / actions can apply to either partner. 


